O l d Grads' Return
In ajbare concrete pool on the campus
of the University of Washington, 15 silver
salmon swam happily last week, their fancies turned to thoughts of mating and
spawning. They were historic fish—the first
salmon to return from the sea to an artificial pool.
The 15 were part of a batch of 26,000
fingerlings hatched at the University's Applied Fisheries Laboratory. The fingerlings
were marked by having their fins clipped,
and put in the concrete pool. After two
weeks there, they were sluiced down a
flume into Seattle's Lake Union, from
where they found their way to the Pacific.
Ever since, Dr. Lauren R. Donaldson, director of the laboratory, has wondered
whether they would come back. Young
salmon had often been successfully transferred from one watershed to another, but
none had ever returned to anything as
unhomelike as a concrete pool.
But the two-week stay was apparently
enough to convince at least some of the
fish that the pool was their home stream.
They swam back from the sea and up
Puget Sound, guided by their mysterious
homing instinct, then struggled through
Government fish ladders into Lake Union.
When they reached their alma mater, they
made a sharp left turn and climbed a
ladder into the pool.
A hundred more of the marked salmon,
averaging ten pounds each, have been
caught by fishermen. Dr. Donaldson hopes
that in the next few weeks 1% of the
nurslings will have been accounted for, a
sensational success in the salmon-nursing
business. The faithful return of the alumni, says Dr. Donaldson, will start a new
era in the study and culture of salmon.
Instead of searching out the migrating salmon in rushing, intractable rivers, fish
experts can now handle them as docile
laboratory subjects.
Eventually, Dr. Donaldson hopes, man
will learn how to raise salmon in "farms"
near salt water. When the fingerlings are
released, they will reach the sea quickly,
dodging the many dangers that await their
wild cousins on their journeys down long
rivers. When they return from the sea,
grown to full salmonhood, they won't have
to waste their strength and flesh on battling the rapids. They can swim right into
their home farms—and into tin cans.
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¥. M. Read, Use,., Director,
University of 1 ashington Press,
Seatte 5, Wash.
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Dear Mr. ReadjIn,your letter of 3rd April lest you asked if

K^

I knew any authorities, either on your faculty or ^ith the

Is)

Internalional Fisheries Commission, who ^ould agree with me
on the subject matter, (aside from its historical aspect),
of my King Salmon manuscript.
Since then I have sent you information showing such agreement, as to specific instances, on the part
Of Dr. 1. P. Thompson and Mr. Lloyd Royal of the International Fisheries Commission. Olso similar corroboration from
other authorities on salmon biology and kindred matters.
I now add to these Dr. Lauren R* Donaldson,
of your own university. Time Magazine of the 18th inst.,
contained an article, copy of which I enclose herewith,
which is an abstract on hatchery propagation results obtained by Dr. Donaldson. It has been my life long objective
to see hatchery efforts enlarged and extended: my book
emphasizes this desideratum In almost every chapter: and
I am especially pleased to include one of your own faculty
amongst my sponsors.
' ith kindest regards,
Yours faithfully

